CASE HISTORY – Benchmarking

Benchmarking
Analizzare le diverse piattaforme di controllo presenti sul mercato non è
semplice, risulta un’attività complessa che necessità di competenze e
strumentazione. Ecco l’esperienza LIAM LAB.

Benchmarking di mapp technology per
B&R
Cliente:

B&R Industrial Automation

Problema: La nuova tecnologia “mapp”

seppur semplificata, ricalcasse bene le

della B&R è un framework di componenti

specifiche e le problematiche delle tipiche

sw il cui obiettivo è rendere più semplice

applicazioni nel settore dell’automazione.

lo sviluppo sw per macchine e ridurne il

L’attività

“time-to-market”.

implementazioni della stessa applicazione:

Per

presentare

prevedeva

due

differenti

l’innovazione tecnologica all’SPS 2014 di


Norimberga, B&R necessitava di un

con

uno

dei

linguaggi

di

benchmark realizzato da un ente esterno

programmazione dello

qualificato

IEC 61131 e con blocchi funzione

che potesse certificare

la

standard

PLCopen.

riduzione dei tempi di sviluppo rispetto ad


un approccio standard.

con

gli

innovativi

blocchi

funzionali modulari “mapp” B&R.
Soluzione: B&R identifica in LiamLab

Per ognuna era necessario “cronometrare”

l’ente esterno e qualificato per realizzare il

il time-to-market e infine comparare i

benchmark, che prevede lo sviluppo di

risultati. Per far questo, si richiedevano: un

un’applicazione esempio Flying Saw, che
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know-how

della

B&R;

Sviluppi futuri: Grazie alle competenze

sulla

acquisite sul campo, il LIAM può, nelle

programmazione di PLC e motion control;

occasioni future, supportare tecnicamente

competenze riguardo le tecnologie hw/sw

le aziende holder del consorzio qualora

su cui svolgere il benchmark. Tutte

decidessero

conoscenze e competenze proprie di

technology per lo sviluppo delle proprie

LiamLab.

macchine. In tal caso, sia il fornitore sia il

A seguito di una condivisione delle

costruttore trarrebbero dalla collaborazione

specifiche della macchina tra LIAM e

con il laboratorio un vantaggio economico.

competenze

tecnologia
generali

B&R, è stato possibile

di

utilizzare

la

mapp

portare a

compimento lo sviluppo dell’applicazione

Contatti:

secondo i due approcci nei tempi auspicati

indirizzare nell’area Benchmarking).

http://www.liamlab.it/

(da

dal committente. La riduzione del tempo di
sviluppo registrato dal LIAM è stato circa
del 69%, infatti, 25 sono state le ore di
lavoro per lo sviluppo con tecnologia mapp
a fronte delle 79,5 ore di lavoro previste
per lo sviluppo senza mapp.

Vantaggi:

L’attività

ha

permesso

al

committente di certificare i vantaggi della
nuova tecnologia nei tempi prestabiliti.
B&R ha potuto usufruire delle competenze
tecniche del LIAM evitando quindi dei
costi per la formazione. Inoltre, non è stato
necessario alcun trasferimento di materiale
in quanto il LIAM già disponeva della
componentistica hw e sw necessaria per lo
svolgimento dell’attività. Infine, tramite il
LIAM,

il

committente

ha

commercializzato/sponsorizzato la propria
innovazione a potenziali importanti clienti,
nel caso in questione, le aziende che sono a
capo del consorzio LIAM.
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1. Executive summary
In a comparative study, LIAM – the Laboratory of Industrial Automation for
Packaging Machines – measured the effects on development time of using mapp
technology when creating application software. When compared to programming
with IEC 61131 languages and PLCopen blocks, mapp increased efficiency by twothirds (25 vs. 79.5 hours). The programming of a flying saw was chosen for the
comparison. In order to have a comparable basis, all typical phases of application
software development were measured – from design and implementation to
testing.
2. Benchmark
The benchmark comparison was performed by the application developers at the
LIAM Institute.
2.1 Task definition

Figure: Diagram of a flying saw and feed

The programming of a flying saw was chosen for the benchmark testing since it
includes typical components of an application, such as servo axes, cam profiles,
recipe system, diagnostics, etc. The machine consists of four axes: feed, saw and
two positioning axes. In order to be able to saw while the feed is moving, electronic
gears and cam profiles are necessary. A visualization application was implemented
to operate the machine.
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2.2 Implementation
The application was programmed by application developers experienced in PLCopen
and IEC 61131 languages. Automation Studio from B&R was used for the
development environment. All time-consuming activities were logged precisely in
order to have an exact basis from which to draw comparisons.
The programmers first set up the machine using mapp technology. They used 15
mapp components from the following areas: motion, recipes, file management and
trace functionality. The individual mapp components only had to be configured
graphically. Since the mapp link allows for automatic data exchange, the actual
programming work was reduced to implementing sequential control. Approximately
20% of the available mapp components (as of November 2014) were used.
The same programmers then repeated the implementation of the machine with IEC
61131 standard functions and PLCopen blocks. Implementation took 79.5 hours.
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1. Introduction
This report collects all benchmarking results for the “Flying Saw” application,
developed by LIAM LAB and commissioned by B&R Automation (B&R).
The aim of this benchmarking is to compare the time taken to develop software for
a basic automatic machine application (the above-mentioned “Flying Saw”) using
new B&R mapp technology with the time taken to develop software for the same
application using B&R common libraries.
The Flying Saw application has been developed in two ways. In both cases, the
implementation of the application project has been characterized by the
suggestions of the B&R technicians.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Date:
Author:
Place:

Davide Pierdomenico; Luca Bernardini
Via M. Serenari 1/A, Castel Maggiore (BO)
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2. Application Software Requirements
All application software requirements can be found in the document “Specification
Flying Saw”, provided by B&R, revised by LIAM and accepted by B&R.
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3. Application Software Design
The application software project, that is descripted in this section of report, is the
same for the two implementation solution, because it is application dependent and
not libraries dependent.
3.1 Control Logic
Axes motion control is the core of control logic in Flying Saw
application. In the next graph is reported the machine
behaviour in response to HMI or plant signals, that the graph
legend on the right shows with their typology name.
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3.1.1 Requests (Services)
There are two main services to realize, axes homing and machine running mode, and
two relative request.
1. Axes homing service performs a set position on all axes at the same time. The
service is available at start up or after a stop, and it is executed on
MachineHomingRequest activation. All axes have absolute encoder, therefore it
is possible to restore axes position after a machine start up. The first-ever axes
homing is required to set the MachineAxesAreCalibrated permanent flag. When
the axes are calibrated, the axes perform a restore position for each application
restart, so axis homing is not necessary (but not prohibited) to start the
machine.
Page 9 of 57
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When all axis homed feedbacks are active the axes homing service is ended.
2. Machine running mode starts on MachineRunRequest activation.
If the machine is ready to positioning (axes are not powered on) and operator
starts the machine, it is performed the rephasing procedure, that is a slaves
positioning in according to relative cam profile and the current master position.
If the machine is ready to run and operator starts the machine (or machine
positioning is done and the configuration flag MachineStartAfterPositioning is
set), a sequence of requests to axes (and relative feedbacks) to get machine in
running mode is executed. Firstly slaves are linked to master with the direct
mode (no movement thanks to previous rephasing procedure) and cutter starts
its endless movement. At last master starts its endless movement when cutter
speed set point is reached.
There are two slaves of the master. Follower and Transversal. The next images
shows the cam profiles of these slaves, which have been created with the
Automation Studio Cam Editor. In the application development it is necessary to
execute these cams taking in account relative offset between Master and Follower
(CuttingPhase) and between Follower and Transversal.
Follower

Transversal

3.1.2 Feedback and Reactions
Every request, at each level, is followed by any feedback. It can be the satisfaction of
the request or an error. The second case needs an alarms handling, that allows the
programmer to configure the reaction of the machine depending on the error that
occurred.
The reactions in Flying Saw application are two:
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1. MachineStop: the machine stop is expected because it is requested by operator.
Depending on machine current state, firstly master axis executes a stop in
phase, that is a positioning to a defined target position by the current recipe,
then slaves axes are stopped (if they are not) and unlinked and cutter axis is
stopped. All this is executed with regular axes velocity and deceleration
parameters.
2. MachineEmergencyStop: the stop is unexpected and the machine must be not
running in the shortest possible time. Then the master is immediately stopped (if
it is not), then slaves axes are stopped (if they are not) and unlinked and cutter
axis is stopped, all these operations with axes emergency deceleration.
3.1.3 Signallings (Alarms and Indications)
Application signallings are very important because are not only HMI messages for
the operator, but they can also generate any control logic reactions.
The signaling acknowledgement by operator can be required or not.
We refer to alarms as a signallings typology that represents a condition out of the
machine nominal cycle. Alarms are to be acknowledge.
We refer to indications as a signallings typology that represents a condition of the
machine nominal cycle. Indications are not to be acknowledge.
The Signallings are registered by B&R Alarm System, that is integrated in HMI Visu.
The image on the right shows this scenario:
0. Application software declares the
Signalling 0
Signalling 0
Signalling 1
Signalling 1
AlarmImage and AcnowledgeImage
Signalling 2
Signalling 2
boolean arrays and links them in B&R
Visu AlarmSystem
1. Application software sets the
Signalling K
Signalling K
signalling bit in the AlarmImage array
AlarmImage
AcnowledgeImage
when its activation condition are
verified
2. If acknowledge is required,
AlarmSystem set the corresponding
1
2
bit on the AcknowledgeImage
B&R Visu
Application
3. Application software resets the
3Software
4
Alarm System
signalling bit when its activation
condition are no longer verified
4. AlarmSystem reset the acknowledge bit when operator press Acknowledge
button on HMI.
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The alarm acknowledgement is cumulative and it is enabled when they are no
alarms active and at least one alarm pending (= registered). when they are active or
to be acknowledge.
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3.2 Statistical functionality (Logging)
Logging service have to provide to the machine technician a tool for recording
values of any parameters.
After specifying the parameters to be recorded, the machine technician (not the
operator in this case) can start an acquisition of these values setting the
LoggingRequest variable in Automation Studio watch window, and stop it resetting
the same variable.

The logging handler create a new file, samples values every LoggingSamplingTime
(es. 100ms), and saves them in the file every LoggingSavingInterval (es. 1 s).
The output file must have a CSV format in order to simplify its analysis.
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3.3 Recipe System
The application parameters are listed in the next image, which also shows the recipe
format of the xml file. The operator can configure the application by editing these
parameters on HMI or loading a recipe from file. Also can save a recipe file with
values modified on HMI. The operator can create a maximum of 5 different XML
recipe files (a recipe creation file service should be available for the first file). These
files are stored on the compact flash of the plc.

Recipe editing (create, load, modify, save) is an operation always available because
it takes place offline on a dedicated structure called EditingRecipe. Creating,
Loading, Modifing, Saving actions are mutually exclusive, because their commands
are taken into account only when the recipe system is not busy.
Recipe download, instead, is enabled only when machine is not running. In recipe
download EditingRecipe structure will be copied in CurrentRecipe structure which
contains the actual values that parameterize the application.
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3.4 HMI
In accordance with chapter 4 of the above mentioned “Specification Flying Saw”
document a unique visualization “Visu” common to the two projects for comparison
has been created in Visual Components.
In addition to the screen layouts the main features of all interactive visualization
components (buttons, etc.) and signals exchanged between HMI pages and the
machine control logic are reported below.
In more detail: green arrows represent signals from machine control to HMI, red
arrows represent signals from HMI to machine control and blue arrows represent inout signals for both. Lastly, black arrows represent actions internal to Visual
Components.
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3.4.1 Homing Page

MachineAxesAre
Calibrated

Enable

XAxisPosition/
Speed
Key

Led

Machine Control Logic

 MachineHomingStartKey is set to TRUE when “StartHoming” button is pressed
and not locked (MachineHomingStartKeyEnable is TRUE).
 MachineHomingStartKeyLed blink (green) when machine is ready to homing, is
green when machine homing is in progress, and is OFF otherwise.
 MasterAxisPosition, MasterAxisSpeed, FollowerAxisPosition, FollowerAxisSpeed,
TransversalAxisPosition, TransversalAxisSpeed, CutterAxisPosition and
CutterAxisSpeed are shown in the respective numeric boxes.
 Text box HomingStatus output the string “Machine Axes Are Not All Calibrated”
when the value of datapoint MachineAxesAreCalibrated is FALSE, output the
string “Machine Axes Are All Calibrated” otherwise.
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3.4.2 Running Page

MachineProductionSpeedSetPoint
Enable

Led

Key

MachineProductionSpe
edRefreshKey
MasterProductionSpeed
MasterAxis
Position

MachineOperatorStopKey

Machine Control Logic

 MachineRunningStartKey is set to TRUE when Start button is pressed and not
locked (MachineRunningStartKeyEnable is TRUE).
 MachineRunningStartKeyLed is green when machine is running, blink (green)
when is ready to run, is OFF otherwise.
 MachineOperatorStopKey is set to TRUE for as long as the button “Stop” is
pressed. No led for this button.
 MasterAxisPosition and MasterProductionSpeed are shown in the respective
numeric boxes in accordance with their units of measurement required.
 MachineProductionSpeedRefreshKey is set to TRUE when operator changes the
MachineProductionSpeedSetPoint input value.
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3.4.3 Recipe Page

Enable
MachineRecipe
Selection

MachineRecipe
SaveFileKey

MachineRecipe
LoadFileKey

Editing
Recipe

Led
Key
Current
Recipe

Machine Control Logic

 MachineRecipeLoadFileKey is set to TRUE when “Load” button is pressed. This
button is always unlocked. No led for this button.
 MachineRecipeSaveFileKey is set to TRUE when “Save” button is pressed. This
button is always unlocked. No led for this button.
 MachineRecipeDownloadKey is set to TRUE when “Download” button is pressed
and is not locked (MachineRecipeDownloadKeyEnable is TRUE)
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 MachineRecipeDownloadKeyLed is green when machine is not running
(download is enabled), red otherwise.
 The numeric boxes on the left of the page output variable values of data
structure “EditingRecipe”. Machine operator can input new values at any time.
 The numeric boxes on the right of the page output variable values of data
structure “CurrentRecipe”.
 MachineRecipeSelection is an integer variable which takes a value for the
selection of the recipes file.
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3.4.4 Alarms Page

Alarm System
Acknowledge

[UnacknowledgedSignallings]
MachineResetKey

[ActiveSignallings]

MachineReset
KeyLed
MachineReset
KeyEnable

Machine Control Logic

 Machine control outputs the array of booleans “ActiveSignallings” which
represents the signallings activation for the “Visu” (called “Alarm Image” in B&R).
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 The array of booleans “UnacknowledgedSignallings” (called “Acknowledge
Image” in B&R)., which represents the registered signallings to be acknowledge,
is read from control logic machine for handle the enable of the button and
generate the reactions.
 MachineResetKeyLed blink (red) when machine in not running, no signalling is
active and there is at least one signalling to acknowledge, is OFF otherwise.
 The button “Acknowledge” is locked when MachineResetKeyEnable is FALSE.
When the button is pushed the acknowledgment of signallings is executed by
Alarm system.
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3.5 HARDWARE
The system layout of hardware used for this application is shown below.

In the following we report a brief description of each device used for the application.
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3.5.1 HMI
HMI
Model Name

Power Panel 4PP320 1501-31

Technical Data

15" XGA color TFT display with touch screen (resistive); 128 MB SDRAM;
CompactFlash slot (type I), ETH 10/100, RS 232, 2xUSB; metal housing, IP65
protection (front side); 24VDC

3.5.2 Controller
CONTROLLER
Model Name

Industrial PC 5PC910.SX01-00

CPU

Intel Core i5 2.7 GHz, dual core
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3.5.3 Power Section
POWER SUPPLY and DRIVES
Model Name (Number)

Driven Motor(s) Model Number

1. ACOPOS multi passive power supply unit P0220
(8P0220HW00.000-1)

-

2. ACOPOS multi auxiliary supply module C0160
( 8B0C0160HW00.001-1)

-

3. ACOPOS multi inverter unit I001 14D
(8BVI0014HWD0.000-1)



8LSA34.E1060C000 (Master), with
absolute encoder

4. ACOPOS multi inverter unit I001 14D
(8BVI0014HWD0.000-1)



8LSA34.E1060C000 (Follower), with
absolute encoder



8LSA34.E1060C000 (Transversal), with
absolute encoder
8LSA34.E1060C000 (Cutter), with
absolute encoder

5. ACOPOS multi inverter unit I001 28D
(8BVI0028HWD0.000-1)
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4. Application Software Implementation
4.1 Flying Saw with mapp

4.1.1 Project Configuration
4.1.1.1 Software
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Interfaces between different PROGRAM:
 From HMI Handler to Control Logic: Axes parameters derived from Recipe.
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4.1.1.2 Permanent variables

4.1.1.3 Axes

4.1.1.4 File Devices
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4.1.2 Alarms handling
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4.1.3 Motion control
Mapp technology provides mapAxis library containing standard functions for singleand multi-axis control.
In accordance with the “Flying saw” specifications function blocks MpAxisBasic and
MpAxisCoupling are used. More in detail:
 MpAxisBasic (is the FB that covers all basic function of an axis) for all axes and
their power supply.
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 MpAxisCoupling (used to create simple couplings between axes) for axes
slaves.

Every software component of mapp framework is configured throught/by its own
data structure “Parameters”.
We report below the two parameterization of mapp components which handle
Follower motion functionalities.
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To accomplish requested motion functionalities, the software programmer set
(and/or reset) directly the input pins of mapp components within machine control
states and in the same machine states the output pins are read as feedback.
Powering Axes
To turning on the axes is sufficient set to TRUE the input pin “Power” of MpBasicAxis
component, and wait to PowerOn feedback setting TRUE by MpBasicAxis.
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Homing Axes
Mapp technology handle automatically the restoring position for absolute encoder,
if the programmer links the address of a permanent endless position variable (a
structure of type EndlessPositionDataRef) in the Home parameter structure.
The boolean input pin “Home” of MpBasicAxis is set to TRUE when new homing
request is active. Pin output IsHomed communicates if the homing procedure is
completed or not; this output is also set to TRUE at axis initialization if a restore
position in configured and if the MpBasicAxis Update is called.

Move Velocity:
To start master and cutter movements at constant speed the software programmer
set to TRUE the input MoveVelocity of their own MpBasicAxis components. To
change the velocity at runtime while MoveVelocity command is already active, the
basic axis needs a rising edge of the pin input Update. So for axis master, this input
is linked directly to the visualization component where the machine operator can
set a new machine production speed.

Coupling and Recovery
Motion commands to start cam or gearing for slave axes are mapped on
mpAxisCoupling component.
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For this functionality is set to TRUE the input Cam of slave axes and InSync ouput is
read.
All cam parameters are contained in the data structure Parameters mentioned
above.
At startup if axes need a repositioning the command (input on the component
interface) Recovery is set. Slave positions recovery starts in accordance with
respective parameter of Recovery sub data structure.

Machine Stop
Machine stopping is implemented with mapp technology thanks to the input pin
Stop of MpBasicAxis components. So is set to TRUE the input command of Master
axis when a MachineStop is active. If the stop request is not an emergency stop the
axes must stop in phase: to accomplish this procedure, it is necessary set to TRUE
StopInPhase parameter and write the right stop position in Phase parameter. Both
refer to the sub structure Stop of data structure Parameters.
If there is an error axis or more the machine reaction Emergency Stop is activated.

Axis Errors
The axis errors are collected automatically by the mapp framework thanks to
MpAlarm functionalities.
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4.1.4 Recipe Handling

4.1.5 Logging Handling
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4.2 Flying Saw without map
4.2.1 Project Configuration
4.2.1.1 Software
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Interfaces between different PROGRAM:








From Control Logic to Axes Handler: Axes requests and relative parameters
From Axes Handler to Control Logic: Axes requests (response) and errors
From HMI Handler to Control Logic: Operator commands derived from Keys
From Control Logic to HMI Handler: Operator commands
From Axes Handler to HMI Handler: Axes Info (Speeds, Positions, …)
From HMI Handler to Axes Handler: Axes parameters derived from Recipe.
From Axes Handler to Logging Handler: Axes Info to log (Positions)

4.2.1.2 Permanent variables
Same as other project.
4.2.1.3 Axes
Same as other project.
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4.2.1.4 File Devices
Same as other project
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4.2.2 Alarms handling
The alarm handling is executed every control logic cycle.
The input of alarm handling is an array of signallings, where the index represent the
unique identifier of signalling used to link it in B&R Alarm System arrays.



ActiveSignallings
: control logic Boolean arrays linked to AlarmImage
UnacknowledgeSignallings : control logic Boolean arrays linked to AcknowledgeImage

A signalling is configured by the following parameters
 Type: ALARM or INDICATION
 Activation: the condition of signaling
 Reactions: one or more reaction that becomes true if the signaling is active or
inactive but not yet acknowleged
For example, when operator press stop button on HMI and the machine is in
running state the following signalling becomes active:

In this project also the axes error are handled like a single alarm per axis:
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In the next picture there is the list of alarm text edited in B&R Alarm System
configuration. Every alarm requires acknowledge by operator, and the axis error
code is shown in HMI signaling text thanks to a string concatenation powered by
B&R Text Snippet.

In this project also the indication of machine status are handled in this way.

When machine is running a indication is active, so the status bar on Running Page
show the same information of the alarm list of Alarms Page. Indication acknowledge
is disabled.

The output of alarm handling are the reactions. In this application there’re two
reaction:
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4.2.3 Motion control
Motion control is implemented with the PLCopen function block provided by B&R
Acp10_MC libraries.
All axes are handled in a task called Axes Handler. Every axis has the same interface,
which is used to configure the axis, request services to axis, and monitor axis status
information. To request an axis service, the control logic have to set the relative
boolean, and waiting the reset of it from axis.
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The axis control logic is developed with a state machine that waits for an axis
request, executes relative PLCopen function block, waits response from it, and
answers positively to the request or raise an error. Axes Handler is responsible for
execution of all axes that the programmer declares in an axes array. Every cycle the
axis control logic is executed for each axis thanks to the FOR statement.
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In this application are configured the following axes to control:

In the Axes Handler, the axes are configured in the PROGRAM INIT section. For
example the configuration of Follower axis is:

In PROGRAM CYCLIC section, the inputs (and in_out) structures of every axis are
assigned with global variables sets in control logic handler:

Then is executed the axes control logic, that is included in a IEC 61331 ACTION
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At the end of the task it is the update of axes outputs, which are public and readable
from control logic, logger and HMI. Axes requests are also update because they are
IN_OUT variables:

In the AxesControl Action is implemented the state machine of the generic axis.
It is based on PLCopen libraries with the known execute(enable)-done-error logic.
The function block and axis internal variable declaration is located in an other array
of structures (_AxisType). For this application the following function block are used:
MC_Power

Used to axis powered on

MC_BR_InitEndlessPosition
Used at axis initialization to restore its position
MC_BR_CheckEndlessPosition from permanent variable.
Used to axis calibration with mcHOME_DIRECT
MC_Home
mode.
Used to master and cutter movement. A new
MC_MoveVelocity
trigger of execute is done if NewSpeedSetPoint
parameter is set.
Used to master stop in phase, and in transversal
MC_MoveAbsolute
and follower positioning.
Used to retrieved the slave position from master
MC_BR_GetCamSlavePosition
position in the slaves positioning case.
MC_CamTableSelect
Used to link slaves to master with the mcDIRECT
MC_CamIn
mode
Used to stopping a movement with regular
MC_Halt
deceleration (eg. MoveVelocity abort)
Used to stopping a movement with emergency
MC_Stop
deceleration
MC_ReadActualPosition

Used to read the axis position
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MC_ReadActualVelocity

Used to read the axis speed

MC_ReadStatus

Used to read the axis PLCopen status

MC_ReadAxisError

MC_Reset

Used to acknowledge the axis errors. Only the
last error code is saved and shown in
Axis.Status.ErrorInfo output.
Used to reset axis and take it from ErrorStop
PLCopen state to Disabled when there are no
more errors.

4.2.4 Recipe Handling
Recipes Handling is implemented with the AsXml, sys_lib and FileIO B&R libraries.
AsXml provides function blocks for xml structure management, sys_lib provides
functions for a dynamical variables handling and FileIO provides function blocks for
files handling.
A recipe is a RecipeParametersType variable:

There are two recipe:
 EditingRecipe: it is used in the recipe handling
 CurrentRecipe: it is used in control logic handler to parameterize axes
operation.
Recipes handler services are:
 Create file from EditingRecipe: this operation is executed when
MachineRecipeCreateFileKey is set to TRUE in Automation Studio watch
window
 Save file from EditingRecipe: this operation is executed when operator press
Save button on Recipe Page
 Load recipe parameters from a file into EditingRecipe: this operation is
executed when operator press Load button on Recipe Page
 Download EditingRecipe in CurrentRecipe: this operation is executed when
operator press Download button on Recipe Page
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Creating/Saving file from EditingRecipe is implemented with the following execution
sequence of functions:
xmlCreateMemoryWriter Creating a xml writer
xmlWriteStartDocument

Initialization of xml document (version, encoding)

xmlWriteStartElement

xmlWriteEndElement

Open an xml element given his name
Iterative called to retrieve recipe variable name from
variable address
Used to retrieve the name of the execution context
(program “HMIHandler”) and so to get the recipe
variable absolute name
Write an attribute of opened xml element given
attribute name and value
Iterative called to retrieve a single recipe parameter
name given recipe variable absolute name and index
of parameters in the structure
Used to retrieve the DataType of single recipe
parameter from its absolute name
Used to retrieve the Address of single recipe
parameter from its absolute name
Used to assignment:
XmlParameterValue := Editing Recipe parameter
Closed the opened xml element

xmlWriteEndDocument

Used to finish the document

PV_xlist
ST_name
xmlWriteAttribute
PV_item
PV_ninfo
PV_xgetadr
memcpy

xmlGetMemoryInfo

Used to retrieve Xml structure data address and size
Used to open/create a file given the device and file
FileOpen/FileCreate
name
Used to write data on file given the data address and
FileWrite
size
FileClose
Used to close the opened file
Closing the xml writer and releasing the allocated
xmlCreateMemoryWriter
memory
Creating file included the refresh of the files names on HMI:
DirRead

Used to retrieve files names of a file system folder
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Loading file from EditingRecipe is implemented with the following execution
sequence of functions:
FileOpen

Used to open a file given the device and file name

FileInfo

Used to retrieve the file size given the file name

FileRead

Used to copy file data into a reading data buffer

FileClose

Used to close the opened file
Creating a xml reader given reading data buffer
xmlCreateMemoryReader
address and size
Iterative called to explore the xml data structure. It
xmlReadNextNode
provides xml element name and element attributes
number
Iterative called to explore the attributes of a xml
xmlReadAttributeNr
element. It provides attribute name and value.
Used to retrieve the DataType of single recipe
PV_ninfo
parameter from its absolute name
Used to retrieve the Address of single recipe
PV_xgetadr
parameter from its absolute name
Used to assignment:
memcpy
Editing Recipe parameter := XmlParameterValue
xmlCloseMemoryReader Closing the xml reader
4.2.5 Logging Handling
Logging Handler logic is based on a circular buffer, a data structure that uses a single
fixed-size buffer as if it were connected end-to-end. This structure lends itself easily
to buffering data streams. The configuration parameters are:

The number of buffer is the same of the number of logging variables to registered,
and one buffer dedicated to times.
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Logging start when programmer sets the LoggingRequest variable to TRUE and stop
when he resets the same variable. To add a new variable to log it is necessary to
declares a new buffer, add a “variable value registration line” (red square in picture)
and a new writing data in the LoggingWriter ACTION.

The LoggingWriter ACTION uses the FileIO B&R libraries to write on file every
LogDataWritingTime interval:
FileCreate

Used to create a file given the device and file name

FileWrite

Used to retrieve the file size given the file name

FileClose

Used to close the opened file

5. Working timing Comparison
In this report end section it is compared the development time of the Flying saw
application with mapp technology and the development time of the same
application without map technology.
Activities like requirement analysis and software design are common activities
because are application dependent. The following activities are taken into account
like “commons hours” between two project. Also hardware configuration and
technician support to resolve starting problems with hardware are activity that not
are considerated libraries dependent. HMI development is itself an unique activity
not related to libraries used.
The following table shows the time spent in this kind of activities:
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Phase

Activities

Commons hours

1_Analysis

Requirements Analysis and Definition

4

2_Design

Applicaton Alarms Handling Logic

1

2_Design

HMI Interaction Logic

1,5

2_Design

Main Application Logic (without Alarms Handling)

5,5

4_Implementation Automation Studio Hardware Configuration

7

4_Implementation HMI (Automation Studio Visualization, VC4)

7,5

4_Implementation Technician Support

13

Total

39,5

The second table instead shows the time spent in the two different projects:
Any software design activity was necessary for thinking about what can we realized
some service not available without mapp. The time spent implementing the main
application logic are the same, while a significant time difference is in new software
component implementation, like axis handler, recipes handling and relative debug.
Phase

Activities

With Mapp hours

Without Mapp hours

2_Design

Alarms Handler

0

4

2_Design

Axis Handler

0

3

2_Design

Log Handling

0

2

2_Design

Recipes Handling

0

2

4_Implementation Alarm Handler

0

2

4_Implementation Applicaton Alarms Handling Logic

1

0

4_Implementation Axis Handler

1

15,5

4_Implementation Compilation and Help Consultation

5

5,5

4_Implementation Debug

4

16,5

4_Implementation HMI Connection

3

0

4_Implementation HMI Interface Variables

0

1

1,5

2,5

5

5

4_Implementation MAPP Configuration via SDM

0,5

0

4_Implementation Recipes Handling

1,5

12

2,5

8,5

25

79,5

4_Implementation Log Handling
4_Implementation Main Application Logic (without Alarms Handling)

5_Testing

Application Test

Total
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